Dear Head Teacher,
An open invitation to a renewable energy teaching resource for KS1 and KS2
Mitsubishi Electric has a strong sense of our corporate social responsibility and, since
autumn 2011, we have therefore been making our National Renewable Training Centres
available to schools to help increase awareness of renewable energies and widen pupils’
understanding of how these technologies work.
“The Learning Curve” has been designed to fit seamlessly into the existing curriculum, with
carefully defined learning objectives, for both Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 pupils. Over
2,500 pupils have already taken part in the three hour sessions, making use of our interactive,
purpose-built classrooms and the live renewable technology in our showrooms and grounds.
The programme allows the pupils to look at energy use as a whole whilst focusing on solar
energy, heat pump technology utilising air and ground source energy and the themes of “reduce,
reuse and recycle”.
I would like to invite you to consider whether your school could make use of this opportunity.
Please be assured that these free sessions are designed specifically to educate and will not
in any way be used to promote or sell products.
A workbook is provided for each child containing information on the topics covered and
includes space to record findings from experiments and offer tips for the reduction of energy
consumption at home.
Whilst the experience of an off-site visit is a valuable one, I appreciate this is not always
possible, and therefore we can offer support for this topic to be taught within your school
environment. We can supply lesson plans and the loan of the required equipment.
The enclosed pack contains the programme and learning objectives, a copy of the workbook
and further information that you might find useful to make a decision. If you would like to
book a visit or have any questions, please contact the team on 01707 288795 or by email at
thelearningcurve@meuk.mee.com.
Yours Faithfully

Donald Daw, Divisional
Commercial Director

OVERALL LEARNING OBJECTIVE:
To give the children an understanding of renewable energy sources.

We envisage that:
ALL children will go away with an understanding of what renewable energy is

MOST children will be able to share what they have learnt with others
SOME children will be able to explain how the renewable energy technology
works

PROGRAMME

(Approximately 3 hours)

Introduction to Renewable Energy
•What is renewable energy?
•Energy in the home
•Lean, Mean, Green – the stages of reducing energy consumption in the home
Snack Time
•Recycle food waste at the wormery
Small groups (each group to move round to each activity)
•Solar Energy – discussion, look at display, solar panel experiment
•Ground & Air Source – discussion, changing state experiment
•Reduce, Reuse, Recycle – discussion, reduce experiment
Group Discussion & Close
•What have we learnt?
•Homework & Competition

Group Work Detail

Small groups (each group to move round to each 20 minute session)
Solar Energy
• Discussion: What is solar energy?
• Activity: Make a circuit using a solar panel, can you make the buzzer sound?
• Record: Draw the circuit
Ground & Air Source
• Discussion: How does the heat pump work?
• Activity: Experiment to understand how things change state
• Record: Log results in a table and draw graph
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
• Discussion: What do we understand by reduce, reuse, recycle?
• Activity: Experiment to understand water savings from turning off a tap
• Record: Complete booklet activities

First Steps – Links to the National Curriculum
The First Steps Programme will endeavour to cover these areas of the National Curriculum:
KS = Keystage
Citizenship

Geography

Speaking and Listening: Group discussion and interaction

KS1& KS2

“express views about people, place and environments (for example
about litter in the school)”

KS1& KS2

KS1& KS2

“recognise changes in the environment”

KS1& KS2

KS1& KS2

“recognise how the environment may be improved and sustained”

KS1& KS2

KS1& KS2

“care for the environment”

KS1& KS2

“Breadth of opportunity: (pupils should be given the opportunity to)”meet and
talk with people” and “consider social and moral dilemmas of everyday
life…simple environmental issues”

KS1& KS2

English
KS1& KS2

KS1& KS2

“make observations about other features in the environment (for example
seasonal changes in the weather)”

KS1

“recognise changes in the environment”

KS1

“recognise how the environment may be improved and sustained”

KS1

“pupils should carryout fieldwork investigations outside the classroom”

KS1

“recognise how people can improve the environment or damage it and how
decisions about places and environments affect the future quality of people’s
lives”

KS2

“recognise how and why people may seek to manage environments sustainability,
and to identify opportunities for their own involvement”

KS2

Continued over…

Science

Maths

KS = Keystage
Citizenship

Geography

Science

“pupils should be taught about everyday appliances that use electricity”

KS1

“pupils should be taught to identify different light sources, including the sun”

KS1

“pupils should be taught that burning materials results in the formation of new
materials and that this change is not usually reversible”

KS2

“pupils should be taught that light travels from a source”

KS2

English

Maths

“present results in an organised way”

KS1

“solve a relevant problem by using simple lists, tables and charts to sort, classify
and organise information”

KS1

“discuss what they have done and explain their results”

KS1

“organise work and refine ways of recording”

KS2

As per English National Curriculum July 2011

Agreement
Learning Curve – First Steps
Mitsubishi Electric Living Environmental Systems Division is committed to supporting our local
community. We take our corporate responsibility seriously and as such request that the two
parties involved in the Learning Curve – First Steps programme, namely Mitsubishi Electric
(MEU) and the visiting school/organisation agree to these few terms:

Mitsubishi Electric Living Environmental Systems Division agrees to:






Provide a safe classroom environment at its training facilities
Carry out a risk assessment prior to the visit and provide a copy to the school
Provide support to the qualified first-aider supplied by the school, if required
Brief school visitors on fire evacuation procedures on arrival
Provide a snack of fruit and squash for the children

The School / Group agrees to:











Visit the premises prior to the event to carry out an independent risk assessment
Be responsible for transporting pupils to and from the Mitsubishi Electric office
Ensure children are accompanied by correct ratio of adults to children.
Provide a qualified child first aider for the visit
Have a list of attendees (including staff) for fire evacuation purposes and be able to
provide exact number of attendees to MEU upon arrival
Ensure a member of staff is present with the children at all times
Advise of any medical conditions or special needs that MEU should be aware of prior to
the visit
Advise of any allergies with regards to snack prior to the event
Obtain photographic permission from parents, or inform MEU of any required exclusions
Ensure a member of staff accompanies any child wishing to use the toilet facilities

School Representative

Mitsubishi Electric Europe Representative

Signed:

Signed:

Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Date:

Date:

